COLLECT...NOW CONNECT

Choose an animal that is meaningful to you. Create a functional pencil holder inspired by that animal. Explore the possibilities of a common cardboard tube in designing this useful sculpture. What mood or feeling do you want to create? How will you choose to use art elements and materials?

Color: ______________________

Shape: ______________________

Texture: ______________________

Mood: ______________________

MOOD IDEAS

gentle
determined
graceful
energetic
strong
majestic
social
happy
powerful

DESIGN IDEAS

loyal
confident
playful
mysterious
joyful
smart
amazed
funny
courageous

soft
abstract
smooth
organic
reflective
bold
hard

realistic
bumpy
geometric
symmetrical
colorful
shiny
sparkly

EXPLORING ARTIST SPACES

THIS EXPLORER SKETCHBOOK BELONGS TO:
EXPLORE TOOLS

Draw a map of the museum.
See how many different kinds of marks you can make with your pencil.

EXPLORE THE NATURAL WORLD

See if you can find these artworks inspired by nature from the clues provided. Investigate how the artists chose to use art elements. What mood or feeling does each artwork “say” to you?